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INTRODUCTION: THE CONTEXT.

)
.

.

briceagain the Federal government is required to rethink its
policy with regard to invOlvement.in the-vocational education enter.-

prise, occasioned by the expiration of present legislative authority'
in 1982.

It does so on the one hand against a backdrop of traditional

goals in vocational education, addressed by prior Congressional legislation going back to 1963, not yet being fully attained, and on the
other hand in recognition of a decade ahead' much changed from the 60's

and 70's in many importantwaYS.
So the consideration of Fedefal policy requires conti ued efforts
to catch up with the past at the same time it must recognize changes
occuring now, in

a decade in which economic problems, and tie social

problems they give rise to, are more severe than any time sine before
'World War II.

The vocational education system supplies skills abso bed into
.the economy, and therefore has important economic dimension''.

the 1980's very Much concerned about, declining productivit
resulting_ rise in unit costs.

,

We enter
with the

Our attention is focussed on cont ued high levels

of inflation, of which we are reminded on every trip to the groc-

store.Our prod-

ducts are resS competitive abroad, and our automobile ind stry-has set,
f
Ir

al

5

I
t

records for losing money.

To whatever extent the occupational educa-

tion provided through vocational education contributes on the human
resource development side to lessening these severe problems, there is

.

economic reason to strengthen and enlarge this contribution in the
upComing review of the appropriate federal role.
There rare also demographic changes alreaay 'under way, and

expeCted to accelerate during the decade, that establish a context for
review of Federal policy toward vocational education.

The most immediate

of these change's is in the decline in.the number of young people of

high school age, and the adjustments in school facilities and staffing
required by this decline.

But on the youth front, there also needs to

be recognition that this decline will lag considerably for minority
populations hardest hit by youth,,unemployment.

There is opportunity here

as well as problem, however, as resources are freed up to attend more
closely to the growing demand of adults for occupational education, and
the increased availability of funding through the private sector tuition
aid programs.

As the World War II baby boom rolls on 'through middle age, it

will create a new kind of mid-life crisis to which preceding population
.

cohorts were less susceptible.

More of this group are trying to move

up in pyramid- shaped organizations, and finding less room at the top...
.

qr tA.: middle either.

.;.

.

.

Career change for many of them may have to be

horizontal rather than vertical, and occupational education during working
-

life is one 14ay for people to-prepare for such career shifts.

-

We are.also moving Into an era when we will experience a larger

proportion ofolder people.

For a.number of reasons, intluding infla,

4

.

tion that reduces the purchasing power Cf pensions, new laws that
.

prohibit matdatoryretirement, and presSures on private'and public
retirement funds
.

(the Congress is how considaring_a proposal to raise
,

the social security:iretiremgnt-age to 68),there will be increasing need
1

to broaden options for 'extericyng working life, and reversing the trend

toward retirement at earlier ages.

One of these options.could well be

ajnufring the skills for second careers through 'occupational edubation.

t The continued rise in female labor -force participation rates,
coupled with a new insistance on the removal of sex stereotyping and
sex discrimination in the job market,-places enlarged responsibilities for

preparng young and older women for occupations'they have not previously
entered.

All the signs are that women Will continue to pour into the

job market, and demand occupational parity when they get the re.
Vocational education as a part' of
f

whole public education

system tares in the public discontent,with education institutions.
For years, the public has been giving the schools low marks in the
National polls.

While many would haVe their own list of what constitutes

"problems," the American high school is perhaps More under the spotlight
these days.than the rest of education.

A report, from the prestigious`

a

Carnegie Council has recently recommended a return to smaller schools
and an increase in the options for youth during the 11th and 12th grades.
k-,A*

7
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4

In.some respects, the high school has become the most rigid of 4meri7'
)

can educational institutions.

Flolibility will be needed. in this

decade of increasing needS, and diminiiphing resources.
,

Another aspect of the context for review w of vocational educa-,
.

tion p'oli,cy is the failure in the United States to develop an adequate

labor market partner to public education, as exists in many European
nations.

There is no comprehensive local labor market agency now

available for this'partnership, and more of the burden for the successful
'transition from sraaal_to work falls on the public schools,
:

.

This is the Larger context.
A

***

A note, though, On .an approach not taken.

Strikingly absent from

these, pages are the results of voluminous Atatistical examinations,
based on national samples, comparing vocational educa'tion "outcomes"
with those of 'other high'school curricula.

little help in guiding Federal policy.

These studies are of very

This statement. is important
C

smough to require some defense'
r

1.

They are based On averages, and there is much
more variation in the quality, of education within

each of these tracks than there is.among them.
What can an average possibly mean?.

There are ex-

cellent vocational educational systems, and inade-

quate ones, excellent general track programs and
terrible ones.

These national studies cast no

.light on which are where.

- iv&

0

2

Vocational-education and general education have
'become so intertwined in so many places (but by,',

no means 411) that-students cannot be neatly'
separated into one or the other, without asking.

much more information than these surveys contain.
The vocational educat,i.onal statistics carry youth/.

taking only some vocational Ceurees,and Ehe rest
in general education in a comprehensiV'e high school,
as well as youth attending vocational 'schools full-

Ame.

3,

{

here is a low correlation in how students report

.

thems'elves with regard to curriculum-and how schools

report thee*(about .6 in the NL$ Class of '72 study,
,

for example):

4.

Such "summative" evaluations provide no, guidance

for improving vocational education.

They are de-

signed to turn programs up,or down, and do not tell
us how to turn them around.

We are.not going to

throw out "average" vocational education.

We are

going-to keep it where it is good, and change it
- where it is poor.

N

71.
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A

RESTORING COLLABORATION

A policy of making vocational education a collaborative effbrt
among education, employer, and organized labor institutions.
c

The following excerpts provide, in short compass, a aescrip,

tion of'the degree to which vocational education started as a collaborative enterprise:

"The American Federation of Labovis taking up the bill% (aid
to vocational education) in a vigorous way.
Their legislative agent here in Washington..; is pushing the matter along."
41.

k

Letter written by the Assistant Secretary of
Agriculture, January 1909.
"Resolved, that Senator. Page, as a subcommittee.ofAoile, be in-

structed to corresponds with leading educatorsand others interested in the purposes of the proposed measure, and to report to
the full committee a bill amended to conform to the suggestions
he may' receive..."

The Committee dn Agriculture and Forestry, U.S.
Senate,,Augdst 1911.

,

"The whqle country is awakening to the imperative need Of industrial education."
National Association of Manufacturers,,March 1912,
in support of aid to vocational education'.:

" "The forerunner of the present American Vocational Educatiob
Association (AVA), .the National Society for the Promotion of
Industrial Education (NSPIE), founded in 1906, was the professional group responsible for developing a climate of concern-

10

.

2

A

about a vocational curriculum in the high school. The society
brought into its:membershipia wide array or persons from agriculture, busiiness, industry, government, and the public a'
large -- in short, as near a cross section of the American
public.as possible."
4s,

Melvin L. Barlow, The Unconquerable
Senator Page, 1976.

Working with this broad coalitionof interests, Senator Page,
from Vermont, fashioned,a piece of legislation to create a vocational
education system in the high schools of the United States., and a
a

strategy, which he pursued vigorously and successfully, to get it.enacted.
His tenacity was(such th t Melvin Barlow titled his book about this
,

episode in American history, The Unconquerable Senator Page.

1

It is

an irony of histoty that few have heard of him; and due to a quirk
in the legislative proctss, his name is not on the historic piece of
education legislation finally enacted in 1917.

It is alsp'ironic that few seem to remember that this legiSala.

tion was nqt a product of an education establishment pushing the Congresg

for more aid to the education bureaucracy, but a btoad-based movement
with the full participation of those sectors that control prepare.

tion for, and access toemployment for young people.

Today most

of those groups-behave as if vocational education, is something they_

have very little to do with. The criticism of vocational education is
many, times' vocal, but between opportunities to testify every few years,

the silence is deafening.

The principal actors in the 1917 drama assembled into a coalition because they had' a common interest. 'Industry ha& skill needs.
;0.

\

,

Enough educators believed the education systems

iould supply-them.

Unions thought prospective workefs should receive useful educations.
1,
All thought attertion should be given to youth going directly 'into the
job market after high school.

° 'r

All these views'are as relevant now as they were in 1917.

Now,

however, busine s.a people talk more about vocational educators than they
Few have bothered to get to know .the top vocational,

talk to ,them.

education executives in their,.communitfes, explain their needs 'to them;

and offer their assistance and cooperation.

Vocational educators, once they have met statutory repiremerlts
for having the prescribed number of meetings of advisory Committees;'
frequefitly go their own way -- adjusting curricula less frequently-

than adjustments occur in the market.
Uniois slip into a,protective stance, often understandably
worried about programs that might .cause adult employment problems.

But this isoften carriedito a point of non-involvement in positive
efforts talhelp vocational education serve youth.
1

Broader Governance.
If the idea ofyocational education as part.of tile public school
2

system is going to work, the kind of collaboration that' invented it
in the first place is going. to have to be restored.

Skill development

must talCe.place within the gystem in which the skills.are put to use.

They cannot be developed in-rsolationNfrom that system.

..........fr
.

t

t

V

if ;
'r PA
,',
.?"
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that systems

ti

includes the classroom (whether public or employer), the work station
Settings in which skills are developed or refined, the industry per=
tb

e"

sonnel who set and carry out hiring policy, and the unions ("ere they
exist) that carry out apprenticeship programs, jointly with-eMployers,
and become involved in the day-to-day applicatini of bargaining agree,
ments.

While vocational education systems vary considerably in t

the degree to which they are a part of this system;,

than outside

o£' it, thaeneral situation is one of less integrAion than is desirthle, both from the standpoint of youth, and from the standpoint
of employers.
.There have been, from time to time,' a number of laws-and regu-

lations, emanating from the Federal government, as well as from State
capitols, designed to require participation in'planning vocational
education.

Since the laws and regulations can only prescribe forts,

and not substance, tey,h'ave been limited in their reach.

It is usually

possible tb comply with forMs, without achieving the substance of involve-

ent i

planning and decision,making.
4

The general perc4-tion of vocational education advisory committees is that they'have generalAy achieved more of the form of participation

than they have the substance of it.

At the same time,

there are many such advisory committees that have contributed immensely
to exemplary vocational education systems and schools.

There are

.

A

,serious limitations in relying on legal requirements that employers
and unions be listened tc,in the formulation o' plans.

13
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5

'*/

Another problem with such exclusive reliance on the advisory
.

committee approach

s that

is, in fact, only an a.dvisoiy committee.

$

This aprzoadhimplies that:vocational education is sOley.the responsibility of

the public sOool system, and that all decisions will be made by the
pubLi school system.' The employers and unions are there only to prov
,

"advice" ndihaveno role and responsibility beyond that,

In point of-

law,.ihat is in ,fact the Case.

'It is here argued that such a system of skill development in iso-,
,

lation, wherethe,skills are to be applied in the market system, will'.
:

,not be successful-in.getting employers to supporA.t and regularly use
,

the skills that are produced.
.

It will.. happen In some places, and at

, v

..

some times,

,

.

.

But we want a lot more. than that.

The're are employers t

4,4

.

1

.

be found-who will testify for vocational eSucation.
,
.

But the ones this.
0

i.

..

author has talked to by and large view Vocational education as not keeping
.

.

_

..,

'The extent.toWhich this is or is not

up with the needs of industbr.

true' can be'debated by vocational teachers.
.

-

,--,

But this perception is

,

of .lithe help in supporting the' funding necessary to-carry on the

voca

4

;

a

,

.%

ai:-education enterprise...

,

..

atilar
VV

i4vjfational education is- developing skills for the employment
..;':systerd,
.

ha whole.lystem has to be involved in it if this mode of im-

parting,skills'i
player.

to bespme a leading actor, rather than just a supporting

It-is Aoubtful that vocational education modeled on a wholly

public sector feneraLdducation system can achieve this.

What is needed

is,a sys;em in which the public (meaning public education), the employers,

14

6

and the unions - (where they are a significant factor in a local industry)
.

collaborate to (i) provide occupational training, (ii) provide on-

Le-job work experiehce settings, and (iii) provide access to relevant,
.

.

jobs after skint are, acquired.

All of this should be done in a. system.

.

in which goais.tn the area.of basic education are also met
is hard

come e up with ,a taresori,ption for doing thispar-

.ticularly from the single vantage

of Federal policy.

In any event,

:Nit would have to emerge.from a collaborative process, rather than by

edict frAm'a legislature,.since employers are not subject to such edicts1
*w.

as are public agencies.

.

The best approach would be the creation of

a working party composed bf government, employer, and union representa.

tives to work out a system' whereby vocational education becorhes a -joint
undertaking.

.

4

An Incremental Approach

6

There are collaborative apprbaches short of such large changes
in the,system of governance that should be\relied upon in the immediate
present.

The National Association of Industry-Education Cooperation

(NAIEC) ii one such 'effort to bring industry and education together
the local level.

Statewide efforts such as the Industry Educalion

cils of California are also success storiesere.
The National Manpower Institute (now the National Institute,for
Wo rk and Learning) began working on a model of loci collaboration in
1973.

In 1975 it published its recommendations for piloting local

15

.

*

Community Education Work Councils.

About thirty of these councils

(with varying names) are still in existence.

A recent inventory of

local collaborative efforts of employers, educators, and unions
**

..\

disclosed that there are now about'150 across the,country.

These are not councils that serve only in an advisory capacity
to a public program.

They share responsibility for smoothing the trail-

sition fiom school to work, or improving education in the schools.
There are also Private Industry Councils, created under CETA,
that have broadened enough that educators and unions, are well repre-

sented, although, most are dominated by empoyer,representation.

Many

of these could evolve in the direction of assisting With the vocational
education enterprise, although this would be broader than their current

charter of providing employpent fbr the disadvantaged.
Thes

collaborat,ive approaches cannot be legislated.

But per-

haps they can be encouragAt,(by providing'modest amounts of start-up

funding, at least for secretariat services, until the participants
Funding, of course, is a minor

organe enough to provide the funding.

matter-compared to achieving real collaboration among these sectors
L,

.

in vocational education.

This could be done in a number of ways, including matching
Federal funds to be used in localities for this purpose.

The experience

of the National Institute for Work and Learning was that such a collab.

* See The Boundless Resoqce: A Prospectus for Education/Work Policy,

by Willard(Wirtz and the Natidnal Manpower Institute, New Republic
Book Company,' 1975.

**See Industry-Aeucation-Labor Collaboration: A Directory of Local Collaborative Councils, National Institute for Work and Learning (in press).

16
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1.

orative council can be sustained with $25,00D-$40,000 for secretariat
services.

Of course, many have started up without public funding at

all, and the leadership involved in creating such collaborative.
1

,councils can come from any sector of the community.

One prospect for-encouraging such a collaborative approach

would be to set aside a portion of vocational education funds t6 8e
0

spent only through such local Collaborative councils.

The funds would

be used for education and skill development efforts developed by the,
council.

A precedent for such an approach is the new Title VII of

the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, which earmarks a portion
.

of CETA funds to be programmed through local Private Industry Councils.
These councils have'a majority of their members drawn from industry,
but also have education and union members.
Such an earmarking arrangement should specifit,what constitutes'

a collabo4ative council, and provide funding through a body that meets
the criteria.
purpose.

In many cases, a new council might be formed for this

A council already created under efforti of the NAIEC or the
7

National Institute for Work and Learning might qualify.
Itdustry Council might qualify.

Or a Private

Rather than granting a,mOnopolyito

any one structure, or creating one in legislation, a local collaborative
effort would have to show that it meets the criteria (and continues
to meet the criteri/ if it is picked in this process).

The approach would be incremental ch.nge toward a system in
which employers and unions have a larger rode in providing vocational
education.

1

II.

.

AS A SYSTEM OF EDUCATION

A policy of recognizing the educational objectives of the
vocational education approach, rather than the present fi,xed

focus,on immediate placement Outcomes, and striving for a
system open to all who want it..

)While it is essential to in olve industry in the vocatidnal education enterprise, it is also essential to recognize that vocational education is a system of education, not a job traininghsystem.

To be sure,

the distinctions
sometimes get.to be a bit fine, but they are nonethe.
lesA real and important.
11

The first priority is that vocational eduCation be good education...in reading, in writing, in computing, in listening, in problem
solving.

A single evaluation yardstick of the percent of graduates

immediately paced in

U.

for which they are tra=ined,"

common expression, is much too short a measure to apply.

ask how well they are educated.
with good basic educations.

to use-the

We must also

For onereason, 'employers need people

For another

eason, we want, in the United

ae
States, to keep all options open for young febple as long as possible;
and this means keeping options open to pursue postsecondary education as
well as immediate employment.

You can't get into college if you can't

read.
- 9 -
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For All Who Want It

Many of the criticisms

of vocational educat'ion spring from some

underlying belief that because it pr.epares young peop e for jobs that
it is by definit ion second class education...and tha,

the more it attempts

to be responsive to what industry needs, the more etit is departing from

sound educational practice.
jected by this author".

Theme is an elitism in this viewpoint re-

Most of American

ducation is vocational, "in-

\

Do tors,,lawyers, and

clueing about two-thirds of higher educati n.
teachers go through trade schools, and making\

dis4 tinction that these

\

are "professions" only underscores the class d cs/ tinctions on which some
of the disdain for vocational education is based.

Young people who do not pursue education beyond 12 years should
not be deprived of the optiOn of learning an o6cupation they can qualify
for in that period of preparation.

There are different learning styles,

different interests, and .different objectives .among high school age
youth.

We should offer variety in educational approac hes, and not ,force

all youth into the same mold.

As for the question of the responsiveness of vocational education
45

to industry needs, the cqnsiderition is one of balance.

To serve stu-

dents, vocational education-h0 io equip them in light of what works
in the market place.

But education is responsible for making indepen

%dent judgments about what constitutes an education, and in no way should
becbme subservient td narrowly defined needs of individual employers.
Its aim is

cational preparation. to launch a lifetime of work, not

s

19
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wo

to'shape a worker for a narrow set of skills good for only one employer.

There should be some tension betWeen educators and industry, but in a
0

climate where both recognize that their larger objectives pare complementary,

The head and haq. debate -in education-will continue, and should:
As, Irving Horowitz has said, '.'...the historic split between head work

and hand work characterizes the teaching and learnin1g processes since
antiquity.
As the debaee continues, adjustments are made from 'time to time
f

in how vocational education is placed in the total system of high school
education.

Evans and,Herr,describe what happens:
A cycle can be observed which is represented approximately,
once every generation: (1) establishment of a reasonably..
comprehensive high school, (2) gradual decreased emphasis
on vocational education, (3) establishment of separate vocational schools, and (4) the reestablishment of comprehensive
high schools which emphasize vocational educatioh. **

The recommendations in this iwer would result in very substintial changes in the Federal role in vocational education,,,and stem from

the belief that considerable change is required in structure and prictice.

But these recommendations are made in a,context of complete

agreement that vocational education has a legitimate and'important'role
to play in the public'education system, and one that is important enough

to receive a Federal financial contribution as a system of education.
Irving L. Horowitz, "Head and Hand in .Education: Vocationalism versus
Professionalism," School Review, May 1975.

IkRupert

N. Evans ancr*EdWin L. Herr, Foundations of Vocational Education, 1978.

2o\

- 12--

F
To be effective as a system of education, it needs to serve all
who want this particular form of.it, not close off further educational
options for those who take,this bption, and not become identified with
-some4narrow segment of the youth population, whether at the bottom or
the top,of the'socio-economic scale.'

At least through secondary education, the United States long ago
resolved the question of who education i-s for.

Through age 16,, it is for

all who want it. The questions have to do with the quality and cost of
the opportunity, with the divisibil offinancial responsibility among
different groups (through property tas, income taxes, etc.), with the division

/, of funding and authority among diffeent levels of government, and with
-

.

the .allocation of available opportunities among different forms of educa,

tion, based on different propensities of students or different life
objectives.

In the latter case, the principal forms and shoicei are among
general, academic, and vocational tracks.

These track4,are open to

all, and in the United States we try to keep options open A long as
I

possible. ,We have little interest in systems where young people are
classified around-14 or 15, with some assigned to schools that prepare
only for crafts and others for further education.
At the same time we know, and research confirms,,,that on the
,

average, socio-economic background is a strong

..10

pational paths and levels of education achieved.

4

rediction of youth occu-

While.we maintain

open options, we know that those who started with the most advantage

21
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are generapy the ones who exercise the options that lead the farthest.

,

Yet, there'are also significant proportions in this open system who
go well beyond where family backgrounds might have indicated.
It is more difficult to give this principal of,an open s ystem
'operational meaning than it is to simply announce it.-

The emphasis on equal ac&ess to public education over the last
ten or so years has eroded policies of exclusiveness in sode'vocational
,

schools that established high admissions standards.

At the other end
k

of the spi'ttrum, earlier image

of vocational education as a "dumping

.

ground" for young people not Making it anywhere else have also become

Across the United States, there"Isa wide spectrum of situations

dimmer.

in vocational-..education, ranging from highly respected area technical

;institutionp to schools! well known as drawing "from the bottom of the
-barrel."

Bgt the center has greatly enlarged, and vocational education
40.

has emerged as a system mord'and more serving a larger slice of the yaath
population.FG. It is a trend to be encouraged.
1

Useful Distincti
Encouragi g thig' trend involves continuing to' make a. distinCtion
.."-

that will make a diffAence in youth and employer perceptionS*of the
vocational education system.

Whit "vocational education" offers is d

-mainline system for youth going through high school and postsecondary
education.

To the extent that its offerings are of high qUalityandlits

pedagogy sound, young people will come out of the system with an "education" and a partidular set of skills to offer employers...or a strong
vocational interest to be pursued through further education.
ta.
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There is another system that serves'e different and.important
need.

There are youth who do not make it through the mainlAte system,

because of inadequacies in the system, or major life handibaps that
Under'the Comprehensive Employment and.Training Act,

limit learning.

provision i4rmade for remedial education and job training.

The training

is usually quite jobtFpecific, and linked to job development and plac'e-'
ment systems.

These are young people not yet making it in economic

society, and usually with low incomes or from low-income families.
Some have urged that this CETA legislation be in some way merged
-,with vocational education legistation.

Hoyever; the case is here made

for keeping them separate, with vocational education primarily under
the jurisdiction of the education authorities, and remedial work and
job training for those' who were not served successfully in the mainline

system under the jurisdiction of the labor market authorities. meaning
the- Department of Labor.

If responsibility for this remedial, income-tested effort (CETA)

becamelthe direct responsibility of the vocational education

the,kroader image of vocational education-as a system open toall youth
.4-wouilrbe impaired.

Mainstream vocational education. is a much longer

undertaking than CETAprovides, frequently of four or more years duration.'
44a*

CETA administratorS% on the other hand, need to secure shorter term
remedial education and dire

b training, and being administrators of

labor market programs, they nee4 to determine that the job training

'

offered is directly related to the hiring being done in the community.
.

Further, since CETA gets youth the mainline education system did not

23
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succeed.with, it needS to retain the'flexibility of purchasing remedial
education and training services from a number of different supplier's,
including such community-based' organizations as-Opportunities industriali.

zation
Y

Centers, the Vocational Foundation in New York, and Jobs for,

th in Boston.
)

The maintenance of.this legislative and institutional separe_
tion does not at all mean thal there does not need to be an integratioh
of the two systems.

It is,presumed that vocational edueaeon can and

sho/uld be a major Supplier of remedial educati -on and training services

to CETA. Prime SpOtsors:

On thcontrary, there needs to be a very close
*%4

relationship.

The approach in the CETA legislation of earmarking a Ror,

tion6of training funds to be spent only

ere joint programs have/been

worked out. between the Prime Sponsor and the local Education.Agencv
should be retained.
4D,

Quality Education
So we.do not want a segment of the education system which has
somehow been reserved for a particular segment of the popillation, or
.16

a population that is channeled to a particular segment of the education system.

To k

11 segments ofe system open to all is both

a matter of substance and a matter of'perception.

N

.

One matter of substance is that in order for options to be kept`
open to go to college, the basic education element in programs in which
yelith

are learning occupational skills needs to be of high quality,

7NOtherwise, the option becomes foreclosed.
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4

Also, high'quality basic education is necessary for succeeding
.

(

in th

employment world.. An occupational skill may be a useful add-on

to a

ood basic education, but a primary prerequisite for employment is

still the ability to read, write, and compute.

So how well youth en;-

.rolled in vocational-education programs are doing in these subjects beef%

comes very important,, both for keeping education options open, and for

preparing youth Who do not go on to college for employrAnt.

The problem

is that the principal standard for judging vocational education has become
A

the percent placed in the occupation for which they were "trained"."

*

But youth are not to be just trained for a job, they are to be
educated.

The first question should behow well they are educated...how

well they perform in reading, math, writing, literature, etc.

Federally

inspired evaluations should focus on these skills as well as immediate occupational outcomes.

Twelve years of education is for more than just finding

a 'first job in the skill that was studied last in high school.

And if the basic education is of high quality, there is no reason
why vocational education graduates should not have a wide range of
c-chaices for postsecondary _education.' For 'it to be any other 07ay would

meanthat tracking begins after junior high school, and that vocational
education is known and expected.to be a tracX that does not go past
`

high school, but goes only to lower level entry jobs.

And if these

high school graduates don't have high school ltvel basic educations,
they won't go to decent entry 1= el jobs either.

`For an excellent analysis of all possible elements of vocational educe-

tione see Harry F. Silberman, The Intrinsic Benefits:Non-Economic Returns
of Vocational Education, Voc Ed, September, 1980.
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Federal polio -- legislatively and administratively -- sKOuld
contribute to the concept of vocational education as--a-viable system

for achieving good basic education in an occupational context' in which

options to continue education are kept open, and not to a conceptin
which those thought to have limitect4objectives and limited abilities
are channeled (in open or subtle way`3

into a segmented portion of the

educational system.
,

There are two avenuee that,could be'pursued in the application

of Federal policy ;that would remove this'exclusive foes on iipmed4te

v

,,...'11..

labor Market outcomes.

One goes to a basic 0
#

nciple of education it- r,,
'

self, the other to tracking the results.
/.41!

skill i6 the public class-

Any teaching of direct occupational

,

room creates an eduational.practice that differs from general educatioA%
in-the.humanities and in the sciences.

There is no quarrel with this

degree of "separate vocational education instruction.

\\

There are argu-

ments made that there silould be no direct vocational instruction in the,

f

high'school, that this is not education, and, that offering such instruc7

tion inevitably detracts from the time available to provide an "education."

tAlhile agreeing that maximum effort needs to go iftto prd9laing

a basic education, the more extremearguments againstvocational instruction are rejected.

.

,

.

As stated above, it is often, the case that the arguments ark pressed aga*.nst
.

.

.

vocational education with no realization that most of higher education
colpsists of trade schools.- Teachers learn to teach in them.

Higher

r
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education is where doctors and lawyers learn the tools of their trades.
Dignifying these pursuits with the label of "professions" only serves,

to make some kind of class distinction between how high school graduates

earn their living and how it is done by college graduates. It is true,
of course, that people who get as far as medical school Piave had a lot

of other education before they get there, although those schools also
dictate a lot-of what h s

o be taken as an undergraduate.

The similarity

between the medical sc,00l and the vocational course in the public

high school is that ey are both terminal educations for both doctors
and over half of the young people who do not go on to college.

It is

.hard to argue that these young people should not have the advantage of
being prepared for the kinds of jobs that are open to them as high.
school graduates.

But while a case exists for providing vocational skills in the
high school, that case does not support either the divorcing of vocational education from general education, or the niglect of the basics
because of some presumptOn either that students in vocatiional education do not

need it, or that they will not be going to postsecondary education.

It has been Federal policy, beginning .in'1917, to encourage the
*
establishment of a separate vocational education system.

The 1917 law created

aPederal Board of Vocational Education, and it affected school organIzav

tion and-curricula'through Regional Agents reporting to an Executive

"Manual training" in public schools, was, of course, long under way.
According to Lawrence Cremin, "Philadelphia founded a public manual
And city after
training school in 1885; St. Paul opened one in 1888.
city established manual classes as adjuncts to the general school program." (in The Transformation of the'School, Vantage Press, 1964, P.32)
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Director and tiara:Ls:h the review,of State plans. The Board was abolished in

1933.

Charles Prosser was the first Executive Director and

"In his

brief tenure there, his,passion for separate vocational schools and
,A.

specific-task training of students for existing jobs produced policy
,

directives,,,articles, and advice to thousands .of like-minded adv
across' the country."

Federal policy should now encourage the maximum inte ration possible between vocational instruction and general education, and achieving
this should be a condition of F.deral aid, removing any Federal influence
toward being the agent it originally was for.creating a parallel system
of education.

This would work both to expand vocational offerings to

those planning more general ,secondary and postsecondary educations, as
well as assure increase in general 'education. opportunities for those

terminating their educations with high school.

Such general policy would have to be turned into specifics and
there would be choicet to be made as to what constituted integration.
P

It would also be necessary to avoid detailed guidelines that had the
effect of subverting state and local control and discouraging divergent'
eduCational philosophies.

To complicate matters a bit, there are probably

separate vocational high schools having more success in the teaching of
the basics than are the general track courses in the regular schools.

The principle is integration of:vocetional and general educatiot, and
there is a variety of forms and organizational arrangements under which
this could be accomplished.
O

*

Draft paper by Larry Cuban, titled "Enduring Resiliency: Enacting and
Implementing Federal Vocational Education Legislation."
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The second element of a polic

of recognizing the primary educe-

,

s

tional objectives of the vocational education system is broadening

the dimensions-of the standards used to evaluate vocational education
We need to know the educational progress of all students.

.Outcomes.

The recognized system for doing this is the National Assessment of Educa-

tionalProgress (NAEP).
However, NAEP does not identify vocational education students
among the national sample of 17-year-olds taking the tests.

The

necessary background information should be collected in the examina-

'ions of 17-year-olds to identify students enrolled in vocational education, under'what arrangements, and'to what degree.
a comparison

This would enable

ver time o5 the achievements inreading,writing,`and

arithmetic, and by'regidh of the country, and socio-economic level of
the student.

Such. a change would recognize the dual objectives of voca-

tional education, the providing of an education, and preparation for
to specific vocation.

6
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LEARNING AND WORKING:

THEY GO'VELL TOGETHER

A policy of moving toward joint school- employer occupational

instruction, with the burden of proof shifting to the States
to justify a soleyvpublic classroom approach.
,e

Integration between occupatiOnal education and general education
is not, by itself, enough.

The occupational education itself generally

needs both school and employer effort.

Integration is required between

tha school and the employer.

There has been a trend under way for some time in the direction of
e

blending schooling and working together, at both the secondary level of
.

education and the postsecondary level.

,

Y

Thil-has complemented a trend-

during that same period in which moreddults have gone back to school
on a part-time basis.

,

,

.

On the youth side, a number of-faceors have been. involved. 'Vocational
education has long had a cooperative education component, developing on

the widestfiont in 'retail trade, office occupations, and "trades and
.industry" programs.

According to Rupert Evans and Edwin Herr, "Despite strong oppositioni
from vocational educators in the forties and early fifties, the program
grew in secondary school enrollment from zero in 1930 to 117,000 in

1965-66 and to 312',000 in 171-72. Some 2,500 of the 18,000 high school
districts had 4,800 such programs in 196566.

The number is certainly,

ti
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higher now, but no one knows how much higher. "' Evans and Herr go on

to say that "studies of the economics of vocational education have

shown higher rates of return on investment in cooperative programs
than in other types of vocational education."*
Cooperative education was given additional impetus in the
Vocational Education Amendments of 1968, in a separate Part G, beginning
with. the statement that, "The.Congress finds that cooperative-work study

programs offer many advantages in preparing young people for employment.
Through such programs, a meaningful work experience is combined with
formal education ,enabling students to acquire knowledge, skills, and

appropriate attitudes."

Other Federal laws and efforts have stimulated simultaneous learning
and working arrangements.
"low-income families,,

The work-study yrOgrams for students from

in both the Vocational Education Act, and the

Higher Education Act, are two examples.

The progrAms emanating from

Federal employment and training legislation are another, beginning

with the Neighborhood Youth Corps run by the Department of Labor

,under the,EconomidOpportunity Act of 1964, with successors tracing
through to present CETA'programs.
More receritly, there

been some growth in the number of

schools offering Experience Based Career EducatiOn.

The cooperative

Approach has also continued to grow in junior and

61unity college

settings, with limited Federal financial assistant

coming through-)

the Higher Education Act.
ho"

*Rupert N. Evans and Edwin L. Herr, Foundations of Vocational Education,
Charles Merrill Publishing Company, 1978.
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As important, or perhaps mare important, are the individual
decisions of young people to seek part-time work while they are in school,
outside any formal program stemming from education or employment and
There has been a steady increase in labor force,

training institutions.

participation `rates among 16 to 21 year old students over the last two
decades.

One clear rfiVing in National level studies,'from

hich'very

,

little'else.of clarity emerges, is the relationship betweenorking parttime while still in high school, and the \inemployment rate after high
MVA

.school.

The most comprehensive set of data (although not the only set)

-

On this comes noT the

tional Longitudinal Study.of the High School

Class of 1972 (for those who did riot enroll full-time in postsecondary
education)*:

Hours Worked Per Week
Senior Year
.

Average Unemployment Rate
(41/2 Years After High School)

0

1-5

6-10
11-15
16-25

More than 25

This relationship hoildsirrespective of race or sex.
4

.

There ard of course, qualifications to any conclusions drawn
from such data, Qarticularly with respect to cause and effect.
But this
relationship has been found in studies going all the way back to a Na-

*
Adele V. Harrell and Philip W. Wirtz, Social and Educational Antecedents
to Youth Unemployment,' Social Research GrotiNThe George Washington University, Washington, D.C.
1980.
,

,
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tional study by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1963.

Also, these

data do not discriminate among youth working'and schooling as a result
of planned programs as compared to' those

the youth labor market.

tong, jobs on theirs own in

In fact, one of the problems encountered in

studies that evaluate work-study programs,isthat a high proportion of

.youth in general education programs also work.
To whatever extent vocational education advocates argue that combining basic education with learning occupational skills provides a good
learning environment for a high proportion of youth, that argument applies
even more to acquiring skills in 431- work settings.

'The link between
O

learning and work experience is stamger than when only the school workshop
serves as a prox* for experience. The learning experience nexus, Of course,

gets its clearest expression in education philosophy in the work of
John Dewey, writing at the turn of the century, who said: "As formal
teaching and training grow in extent, there is the danger of creating
an undesirable split between the experience gained in more direct essocia.

tians, and what is ,requir.ed

,

/There are, hovver, a number of practical consideration
observations based on common. sense.

,

and

Together,, they make a strong case

for steadily .enlarging the proportion of youth who have a combined
o

learning-Wor.k option'.

f.: Lear/ling occupational skills is aided by experience.

Actual experience in real work settings adds an important element -- the reasons why medical students
*

John Dewey, Democracy and Education, The MacMillan Company; 1961.

g
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work in hospitals and education students practice
teach.

It's also why indusry relies so heavily on
on-the-job training.

2.

For/ cooperative education, the school and employer
'work together.

The employer addsthe expe

nce dimension to the

school classrobm.- ,Communication exists, with employers
able to spot and' point out eduCational deficiencies,

and the schools able to point out when the work station assignment is not proper for skill development.

'3.

Joint work - study programs provide a job connection..
O

In addition to -getting_a skill, there is a connection

to an employer -- often several of them -- which many
times results in a job offer updn graduation.
4.

The market test is applied all the time.

To interest employers in such joint efforts, the occu-

pational areas must be ones in which demandis reasonably
strong.

It cannot survive in an area where no subThis counters

stantial hiring il'.taking place.

tendencies in strictly classroom vocational education to continue offerings when demand has shifted.
.

5.

%

Cooperative styli education reduces equipment problems.
This is true froma

o standpoints:

The equipment actually in use in industry is
usually more up-to-date than classroom equip-'
ment.

?raining on employer-owned equipment reduces
the cost of replacing school equipment, which
can rapidly become obsolete.

34
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6.

In general, such joint ventures force educators and business people to talk to each other.
One of the serious problems Yin education gene

ly, and

vocational education .specifically., is the tefldency toward

isolation from employment institutions.

Joint efforts,

such as cooperative education, require a dialogue in
'order to make them work.
While the term "cooperative education:" ,is used frequently'above,

it is used in.theekeneric sense: and is not confined to the particular

4
existing forms of cooperative education.

Experience Based Career

Education would be included, as would various internship programs.
Formal apprenticeship programs are a mixture of classroom and qn-the=.

Work-study programs are encompassed here, although

job training.

the term is, often used for programs in *hich the work is for income

and where no interchange takes place between school

pUrpoS'es only

and employer.
N

Unfortunately, such joint school/employer programs command

only a small portionof vocational education funds.

Only 2.0 percent

of Federal funding (from the basic grant) goes for cooperative education, and 2.2 percent of non-Federal.

alle comparable, percentages

for work -stuly programs are 1-.3 percent and 0%1 percent.*

Through matching grants, Federal policy encouraged the develop-.

ment of classroom occupational skill training.

This

was3

success-

.

ful effort, and, a vast system of classroom occupational edution

now'exists, with nine out of ten dollars"provided from non-Federal
* Interim Report of-the Vocational Education Study, National Institute
74Education, September, 1980:
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But, in too high a proportion

sources.

school systems, this educa-

(tion is not.lined to employer training systems to the degree it needs
to be.

Federal policy should now shift toward encouragement of joint

school-employer occupational education and training,

The burden of proef should now shift to shdwing why a particular occupational area should not be approached on a cooperative'
basis, before Federal money is spent on 'teaching occUpational"skills.
'This would move toward

system in which continued adjustments would

have to be made to marke ' shifts, and where educators and employers

would find itmecessary to-work together.
Most observers of the transition from school to wo
commented on how known and certain that transition is
youth, particularly in countries such.as West Germany.

h.ves.

f

As prev

ly

poined gut, some of this certainty comes from early tracking into in
dustry, foreclosing options for continuing edlication.

The United States

doesenot want that kind of ti\-pkin. But another reason for ,Alccess
in these other countries is the extensive use of the'apptenticeship,

system,chere young people get a combination of classroom training
4

w

and on-the-job experience and instruction.

The apprenticeship system

as important as it is in the U.S., serves only a limited number of young
peOple, and the average age of entry is far beyond the age of high

.

4
schbol graduation.
What we need is 'an American counterpart to:this' widely-used system
in Europe

The vocational education system, working with employers

and unions is uniquely situated to4work out such a counterpart system,
combining instruction and live experience.
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MEETING THE MARKET AND MAKING IT

A policy of building adjustments to changing technology and
markets into the system, rather than relying on government
corrective action to adjust curriculum .after the needs have
already changed.

It'has 117 correct for the Federal government, beginning with,
the Panel of Consultants on Vocational Education appointed by President Kennedy,

to observe that the occupational offerings

of vocational_education were

way out of line with the structure of the job. market.

Federal policy

itself shares a responsibility for this development, due to the rigidity
in the categories specified in Federal law.

These rigidities have been

removed or reduced, and vocational education has in fact become more

re4onstve to market shifts.

But the adjustment is incomplete, and slow

to take place.

What is needed is to build the process of adjustment into the
'ystem, so that by its regular operation it adapts 'to the changes in the
economy.

Two steps recommended earlier are-very much in this direction:

the broadening of collaboration, and t

shift toward cooperative educes=
,

tion type arrangements between schools and employefs. However, theYtTole
tracking system needs improvement, and integration at the level of the
4

community.
4

4
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Experts disagree on predictions of the future, and it is dangerous
*

to get too dependent on such predictions.

But we can at least keep

up with the changes that are happening every year.
Since about.the time of the comprehensive review of vocational
education by the commission President Kennedy appointed, vocational
educators have heard the refrain, over and over, of "use occupational

.

trends and projections to keep curriculum offerings up to date.:!
a

By this means, the charge of the 1963 amendments to provide vocational
training "which is realistic in'the light of actual or anticipated opportunities for gainful employment" were to be met.

In the beginning, there was very little such data available
in a form that could be used in decisions on expanding or contracting
education foi- particular occupations.

There were a few National pro-

jections, coming from the Bureau of.Labor Statistics, and a few local
skill surveys by State Employment Services.

They were not a basis for

educational planning.

A combination of events, and developments have changed this situation considerably.

One was the passage of the 1968 vocational educa-

tion amendments providing for transfer of money to the, Labor Department
to purchase better information. The efforts of the'Labor%Department cul-

minated in guidebooks to States showing them how to translate National projections into State and metropolitan area projec ions (1969);
the merger of BLS, economic growth modeling, using input m trices; and

For one review of the official projections of occupational trends as they
affect- vocational education, and an alternate scenario to government projectionS, See Joseph Froomkin, "The Future Role of Vocational Education,"
prepared for the National Institute of Education, November, 1980.
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the creation o_ the BLS Occupational Employment Statistics program,
getting occupatidnal statistics directly from employers.

Most im-

r.

portantly, from the point of view of process, as well as advancement of

technique, verre the 1976 education amendments creating the National

Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC), and the
cooperating State Occupational Information Coordinating Committees

(SOICCs), to bring the education and the labor market agencies together,
These developments in the quality and availability of occupa-

re well describedn Harold Goldstein's

tional trends and projections

paper, commission id 16101he National Institute of Education.*

This

paper-also provides instruction on both the uses and pitfalls in ap4

plying the, available data to decisions about changes in curriculum,

and represents a necessary education for all who would apply such pro.

jections, or require their us g4',

or base judgments about appropriateness

of vocational educational offerings on them.

From the standpoint of policy, what are the next steps in

assuring the best Match between occupational offerings and laborMarket
realities? .And what Federal role is appropriate in achieving them?
The first

step has to do with bringing the education and lab r market

-authorities together at the local level on development and application

o

"Future Labor Market Demand and Vocational Educa-.
*Harold Goldstein,
tion," prepared for the National Institute of Education, September, 1980.

4.
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of'hoccupational stgtiitics and projections.

-The second has to d' with

compensating for the inadequacies of such projections.

The third in-

volves making a market for vocational education, rather than just
meeting the existing'one.
t

Coordinatin

*

Occupational Information at the Local LeIel

The steps taken by NOICC and the SOLCCs have been very important in 'creating a base of occupational information and projections.

These coordinating committees have greatly increased the, communica-

to,

,

'tions between the Federal and State agencies responsible for educa-

tion and labor market information and programs

Technical capacity

has been increased at the:same time Understanding and trust have been
improved.

The situation at the local level is a lot less, clear, and the

next step is to bring the same joint effortilto bear .at the local level,

as is beginning to exist at the Federal, ane State levels There are
,

a number of reasons for this:
A principal reason is that in a great many States,:
given avallablel'budgets, the basic decisions about

expansion and contraction of particular courses of
instruction are made at the local, level.

So

here the information must be brought to bear.

A second reason is that the mix of industry and
occupations can be different in a metropolitan area
than in a State as a whole.

Or, there is a particu-

lar development that will change the future drastically,
like a new industry arriving or departing.

40
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A. third reason is that even though technicians

can make statistical projections in Washington or
in.the'State capitol, there is

a question as

to whether they will.be trusted or used by local
officials, aware of their separatejurisdictions,
and somewhat suspicious of Federal and State level
efforts "to control local decisions through statistics
generated some place else.

A fouith reason is that there needs to be'local
understanding of the uses and misuses oft the projections, And 'the extent to which judgment is

involved in'their application.

- A fifth reason is that while there is one local labor market, an'd'one total, estimate of job

0

openingi for the aren,

more than one

supplier of occupational training., There is the
secondary vocatipnal education, system (and likery"

more than one school), the. postsecondary technical

institutes, the community colleggs, the universities,

the proprietary schools; and the apprenticeship
systems.

While-they are unlikely to fully agree

on dividing up the market.to prevent over:.training
in...a particular occupation; sitting around the table

With the facts and figures will commence to
a

ing

some reality, into' the, picture
'I.

Thetecommendation is that Federal policy encourage the creation
.

.

of occupational information coordinating "arraniAments between educators/
*

.

trainers' and local labor market authorities.
-,

4A.

k

While it would seem

.

- r...

Alt".,natural tocall these Community Occupational Information Coordinating
.

Committees, to follow.on -the NOICC and SOICCs, the function is what is

important and can be carried ou41through different formal arrangements.,
#
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That is, there should be as much room as possible forthe -exercise

.

of local judgment.

Why is Federal policy involved at all at this level?

For.one

reason, the Federal government has chosen, since 1917,.to takesa
leadership role in creating a system-of occupational education.

It

follows that this role extends to assuring that the occupational training
is realistic in terms of what the needs are in these occupations.,
For another reason, the Federal government funds, all of the operations, of local, labor market agencies: the local officeS of the State
Employment Service, and the. Mayors' employment and training programs
under CETA.

It has some responsibility to assure that labor Market

information for occupational education decision making is available,
and thatthese agencies cooperate' with.their counterparts in education.

Getting Underneath Occupational Projections: ,Employer Hiring
Practices '

Even good occupational projections, when used
limitations.

.end with them.

You very much need to Start with them.

alone,ave

serious

But you can't

The reason is that knowing how many more people will

be hired tn,a particularqccupation is only limited information.
are a number q?"7outes into an ocupition in American industry.

hiring\practices vary among occupations, and among industries.

There

Actual
They

also vary within occupations,and industries, depending on the location
o f the firm.

Firms in the same industry may well have different

hiring practices.

,

The amount of training time varies greatly among

occupationg and many, do not'require extensive training.*
.

For a useful presentation on how .to look at a communit
jobs
froth this standpoint,_ see Jobs Skills Training Education, R&D Monograph #76, U.S. Depai'tment of
bor, 1980, based on the work of
MarCia Freedman.
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Some firms hire workers with basic *ills and provide their
own training.

They would not expect to hire people from schools that

had provided occupational education.

Bell Telephone would be an

example of a corporation that would expect to do most of its owntraining.

Some firms expect that job skills will be cl,earned on the job

and through experience, and a school product may or may not h'ave a
A

competitive advantage.

If there is projected growth,inan occupation
A

in a situation where the employer does not use vocational schools
as a source of'supply, then the projection itself is insufficient
to justify creating or expanding courses in that occupation.

Increasingly, there is another hiring factor to take into
account in using occupational projections for planning vocational
education courses, particularly at ,the'level of secondary education.
It is the, fact that more and more large corporations...or firms that
hire, for "adult type" jobb..tdo got hire before the ages of 20 or 21.

*

This may be true in fact even if there is no stated policy on the
matter.

For a variety of reasons, the age o

siring for jobs that

represent an entry level in an occupational hierarchy has risen.

Thia

fact is somewhat hidden because at the same time there are more "youth
type" jobs for teenagers, particularly in fast food chains.
,same time

At the

that age becomes restrictive in hiring young people for

adult level jobs, the market for teenage labor is growing in service and
retail industries that provide transition jobs for young people be-

fore they move into "regular" employment (and may stay in these
service firms).

these are not two entirely separate kinds of employ-

43
*

This conclusion is based on both direct and circumstantial evidence. For
a,summary of iti,,see Paul E. Barton, "Youth Employment and Career Entry," in Labor Market Information for Youths, edited by Seymour Wolfbein,
Temple University Scholl of BusinesS Administration; 1975.,
411
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ment or firms, but the distinction betweeri the two

generally

tunderstood..

It is important for vocational education planners at the lo,of 1paal employers in terms, of the Ise.

cal level to: know the

At which they commence to hire.,

Otherwise, a young persommay, grad.

,

4

uate from a vocational education course at age 17, and,haye a three
I.

or four year gap before having access to employment in that occupation.
While training may still be offered in thdt occupation, everyone,
including the youth, should go into it with their eyes open.

So rather than relying on projections of occupational demand,
each local vocational education system Should have a regular program
o'.f visits to. the community's major employers to identify the hiring

and training practices they use, in order to plan thei r own offerings

so as to maximize the possibility that graduates will b

hired by

those employers.

Now a great many vocational educators would say that
to business executives."

Many,of them prob bly do.

hey "talk

,

This recom-

mendation is: for a systemtic approach to talking with employers about
their'hiring and training practices.

A local vocational education

system should have identified a set of "account managers" so that one

person makes regular visits to a setof employers.

This is not nec-

essarily a new, or separate set of people in'the system.- It maybe
a full-time representative

who covers a large number of employers,

or it may be an additional responsibility of a large number of teachers,
or administrative staff.

The point is only thl,t it is comprehensive,r

44
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and regular.

It provides both the opportunity to record in the infOr..

mation system the employers' hiring and training and recruitment
policies 'and practices, and the opportunity to get information

useful in making curriculum and content more responsive to current employer needs.

Enlarging the Market
4

There is

in what precedes a somewhat negative tone, of being

sure not to offer occupational education (i) when there is insufficient projected growth in the occupation;

(ii) when there is growth,

butthe employer provides his or her own training, and would not expect to use graduates 'Of vocationaleducition; or2(iii) where thei-e is
growth (or *sufficient openings) but where the emplo.yerS, do not hire

17-19 year olds.

There is another side to the coin, however.

The account manager approach provides both an opportunity to record
employer hiiing and training practices and also to affect them.
The vocational education system has two clients to satisfy.
One is, the- student.

The other is the employer who hires the student:-

Satisfying the student depends heavily on satisfying the eimployer,

visit by the account manager provides the vocational
and the regular visit
education system with an opportunity to tell the employer about its
.occupational training,, and explain how the system can help meet the

employer's skill needs, and reduce internal training costs.
Through regular, arrangements for visits, the vocational education

also has the opportunity to:

45

find out what problems the e mployer has had with
the school, products;

work out arrangemepts for upgrading training for
employees;

work out arrangements for cooperative education
approaches and internships for students.
wo

At the same time that vocational education can be adjusting
to the realities of the job market, it can also be expanding the use
by employers of its graduates.

S
lam

.7+

3

4
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V.
e'

YOUTH TRANSITION TO WORK:

A policy of recognizing that

THE WHOLE OF IT

is facilitating the youth

transition to work that is important, that classroom occupational education is only one element in the transition and'

that Federal policy should encourage States and localities

to deal with

elements of the transition.

It is of more,than passing interest that the organization rep-

resenting vocational education practitioners is called the American
Vocational Association, leaving out the word education.

A,concern with

youth achieving "vocations" is a broader concern than education alone, a
fact that has become more evident in the past feW decades.
The original interest of the promotere of vocational education

was in serving that large portion'of youth going directly into the'job
market, as well as meeting the training needs of industry.

In the mean-

time,' institutions have become larger...education institutions, employ.

ment.institutions, and union instiTions.

The range of job offerings

: and occupational specializations has greatly enlarged.

The geographic

factor has come into the picture as metropolitan areas have became larger.
All this means that information needs to be better, more choices need to

be madt about vocations, brokers are often needed tohelp youth make the
job connection, and young people need to be taught how to negotiate this
complex labor' market in order to land on their feet.

being done very well in most places.

- 38 -
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None of this is

'

Federal policy successfully encouraged the creation of classroom occupational training.

But it has not made consistent effort to

get in place the other activities that would deal with the whole of the
youth transition to work.

It is here proposed that Federal policybnow

concentrate on these neglected matters, a neglect which has produced the
observation in a Washington Post editorial that:
In no other industrialized country are the 'transitions from
school to work .and from one job to another left so much to
chance as in the United States.

4
Job Placement

VIr

If a public emplw-ment service system had developed along lines
that included a youth placement service with a close connection and
working relationship with the schools, we would not need to. pay

much attrition to it in legislation authorizing classroom vocational
education.'
41.

In some coun'triei'the public employment service has

perfortited that function, and treaties have been worked out between the

employment service and the school authorities.

At various.times it

looked as if the school student in the United States would be served
by the Federal /-State Emplordent Service, but those efforts largely

-faltered, although there are vestiges of them in some parts of the
country:

Only a small proportion of school graduates get their

first jobs through a public employment service.

On the school side, a quality placement/job search assistance
function never evolved as a standard feature of the American high
school.

At the postsecondary level of education, it has become quite

-40*,
'4

common to have a college placement office, although these often amount

Vocational schools vary in the extent to which

to very little.

individual students, are helped with job search, and students in

general track programs are by-and large out of luck.
,

There are, in the area of comprehensive school based place-

Summit Cpunty,

ment systems, good working models around the country.
Ohio'(Akron) would be an example.

There hate been experimental place=

ment services, in cooperation-with the State employment service, in
Pennsylvania.

There is the Wisconsin In-School Placement Project.

There are other models.that have been functioning for some time.*
.

Unfortunately, there is no good National information or quality. and'
type of job Placement-services available to students while they
are still in school andare preparing to leave.**

/

SchOols say they

have pIacement .servides if one staff-member is assigned the responsibility for helping- graduates get jobs...which is quite dif:
ferent from operating a placement exchange,taking
and soliciting
a.

job orders, and matching applicants and openings.

qo

.

Vocational education refers to such sctivities as "student

,

services" and places them in quite a different category from teaching
skills in the classroom, and of much lower priority in allocation of
finds.

The policy proposed'here is that vocational education recAt

'* See Job Placement Services for Youth, National Manpower Institute
(rTow- National Institute fo'r Work and Learning) 1978.
,

** The survey Carried out in 1976,, through the "quick response"
arrangement,of NCES provided information of only limited use. Much
more in-depth information would be required to determine thd degree
to which viable placement services are really available.
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ognize

that

job training in the classroom without, providing the

contacts with real job openings that exist in employment is a little
like bottling good wine without providing a corkscrew (I say a
little, because there is, of course; much that young people can do
/
on their own).

To be fair to the vocational education sysem2;Wb-.A.things

.

.

One is that it.does a better job of providingIV

should be pointed out.

e

.

such placement services than does the regular secondary education
system in providing placement services to general track students.

The other is that most vocational education systems have been pro.

The point

vided-inadequate flinding for such placement services.

holds,,however, that sue

services' are not high in the priorities.

But we prd'pose 'a much larger departure., tfrom presenu general

practice and policy.

A

.,

In keep'ing with the' goal rgommended a.
,

.41.t

.

the

v

.

outset of this chapter, that the responsibilities of this system be
,

,

A

.

defined as dealing with all the elements of4,school-work transition,-

rather than just the occupational skill component,:thexesponsibility
should be broadened to Provide placement

er-vices for all high

school students, whether they are in the general or vocational track.

.To be more specific, the recommendation is that a portion of the,

Federal funds, matchecrby State.and'local funds, be provided for
placement services that are avail-able to all vocational and general

track students, and that the State plan address the provision of
such services with tie same seriousness as it addresses occupational
education .and training.

2

0

-..

.
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While Federal funds should not be applied to placement activities1
that are inefficient and of poor quality, States and localities

should have wide lattitude in deciding-what kind.of placement systems
to establish.

Wward this end; there should be available at the

National level (though not necessarily in the Federal government)
modest technical assistance and training services to assist States to
establish quality services, and to provide them with successful models.
The ideal arrangement is a ,point effort between the school

system and the State Employment Service under agree

is facilitated

at the State level, buth the details worked out at the local
level, between the LEA and the localE.S. office.

While most State

E.S. systems have very little now by way of student placement services
(except for students who wander in off, the street),,these are the

placement agencies with the largest number .of job listings.

An inte-

grated system between the schools and the E.S. wow.d, on the one
hand, leave the schools free to solicit job 44.enings'from employers,

but on the other enable students to have access to the openings.becoming available in the E.,S. system, which services entire labor

market areas

in _addition tojust geographical areas served by indi-

vidual schools.

To this end, itiwould be desirable to earmark funds

in both the vocational education and public employment service systems that would become available only when there is a joint agreement
and joint program to providerfor student job placement.

This would

build on the successful experience of CETA in requiring joint LEA/
Prime Sponsor programs in serving disadvantaged youth:

51

Job Search Education
f-

While there should be regular placement

assistance available

for students on a routine basis, the person with,primary responsi-

bility for finding a jbb, throughout working life, is the individual
Job seeker.

Even when assistance is provided ii

breaking into the

market, there will be a number of job changes during working
life.

The teaching of an occupational skill does not, itsel.pro-

vide the necessary instruction for how to navigate in complex labor
markets, and how to approach employers in ways that will be successful.
In the 14ast few years, more experience has been gained in
,

teaching, "job search skIlls" under various CETA programs for the

disadvantaged and under career education banners.
4-tac.
, -

A programs T.Thcirm

4.-h4c has been done well

There.are now

,

programs identified

by the'Work in America Institute in its training workshops on place.

-ment and job development over the last year'or.so.

In fact, that

Institute is now attemptins, to develop model curricula, based on ssuc-

C

cessful programs.

Such job searc

instruction, when done well, could provide a

skill that would last a lifetime, rather than just for one job.
ployers have expectations youth can learn to meet.

Em-

There are

best ways to answer the question on applicaV.on forms asking "what

salary would be acceptable."
during. a job interview'.

There are acceptable ways to conduct oneself

There are ways to use tbe telephone in

search of a job interview.

There are things about using public and

private placement agencies that would be useful to know.
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Again, it would be a serious mistake to leave general track
high school students out of such job search 1o1'g-cation programs.

They, by definition, are not receiving jobs- specific information.

More than any other group, they need to know how to fend for themselves in the'. job market.

The need for such job search education is clear in the statistics.

Most young people get jobs through other than formal, or-

ganized placement systems.

Interviewed two and one-half years after

graduation, 47 percent of the high school class of '72 got their
jobs by applying directly to employers and 36 percent through leads
from friends and relatives.

Only 6 percent got them through formal

means such as through the publics employment service, only 8.6 per-

cent through school placement services, and only<4.2 percent through
private agencies.

We put them on their own; we should teach them

how to do it.*

2,

It should be Federal policy to encourage States and localities
to provide young people with basic knowledge about the operation of
the jOb iarket, and how-Eo conduct themsefves in it, education that

practical and experiential, rather than abstract and theoretical.

for
*National Longitudinal, Survey,, Class of '72, National Center

Office, s
Educational Statistics, #75-208: U.S. Government Printing

1975.
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Employment Assistance Officers
There is a growing recognition that we have come to-rely on
professioriaL "counliking,and guidance personnel" for too many things,

particularly.in view of the fact that their numbers have been in.

adequate in the high school.

Whether for good or for bad, the

evolution of that profession has been away from assisting high school

°

graduates with immediate post-School and in-school job choice and
job finding to counseling built on the treatment model of psychology

and psychiatry, and with a large number of duties to perform such as:,

high school curriculum choices

ccillge choices and assistance with testing
and admissions
A

discipline and behavior problems

whatever else a harried principal needs that
he or she cannot use teachers for
d

The broad professional-training of counselors provides a w
competence to stretch their services far,L, particularly'in helping

young people make career choices, in the broadest sense;

thesents

are particularly focussed on those professions and careers for which
(..college-.is appropr ate: That's the way things developed; it's

.too much to evect that they will be able. o cover as well-the

day -

to-day
to -day job finding needs of the half(.of young people who do not
x.

even enter pos4secondary.education.

-'46
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c

It is time to be inventive and create a small cadre' of personnel
in the schools and in the community that is equipped to tell all
young people leak7ing high school without immediate college plans

what is out there, what they have to do to be prepared,, and what
.

employers .offer that fit their interests

These people do not

have to be professional counselors; their base of knowledge is the
job'market.

They know:

the community's economic structure and what ,the

industrial and service sector trends are in the
community;
f

the hiring and training requirements of industries and employers in them.(if they follow the
'recommendations in.this paper for use of-information abOilt projections and employer practices);

the pattern of fob openings available-through the
school based, or'public employment base'd, or community based placemer3,t agencies.

.

They arg able to recogniZe when a young person
needs professional,counseling, and make referrais
ta such professional personnel, (Conversely, these
.

-

professionals know when'to pass a young person
on to one of these employment experts.)

_

Qualifications would be in.termi of demonsti-ated knowledge, how-

'ever acquired.

There

dustry experience.

moud

In,

be an attempt to attract people with inperbon who has. spent an entire career
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in the educational system would likely be the /east qualified.

There would be no proEpssional degrees in counseling and guidance
However,.it might be appropriate for employment experts

required.

.141144k.

to serve under the general supervision of the coonseling.and
guidance directors, much as'a physical therapist would Serve under
supervision of medical doctors. JIn such a model,.there is no reason.
for jurisdictional disputes-and battles over turf.

As in the case of placemen

services, -these experts in the local

job market would be available to all high school students, not just
those enrolled in vocational tracks.

In fact, vocational students

4

are likely now to get the best job adice of all, from teachers who
keep tip with their occupational specialty, or from,professional vocational counDiors staLluned icy vocational s-chools.
There is widespread interest in .getting this function performed., and it would be a worthy objective for Federal stimulation,

as was skill education itself in

he original vocational education

act.

(

gt.
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VI.

OCaUPATIONAL EDUCATION AND THE' ADULT LEARNER
ti

A policy of aiding. in occupatignal adjustment's

and of aiding employers upgrade their labor
4,0

force.

It should not be forgotten that the vocational education.of
adults is an important objective of ,the vocational education system, To
specify

xactly how rarge that Interprisecurrently-is would require

agreement on:definitions, and choices among several ways of doing the
counting.

The NCES survey of participation in adult education shows

enrollmentsin-1978

711,000 full-time vocational, students over
(

24 years of age.

The 'Bi:ireau of 0

upational and Adult Education showed

total enrollments of 3.5 million adults inoccupational'education.

4

Expansion of-adult-occupational training has:been dramatiC over
.

,

the last decade, particularly' in. part-time enrollments in junior and

.community colleges:

The vocational education system is involved to

$.

varying extents in these developments,

depending on the funding patterns,
.

and organizational arrangements in individual States.
The successful transition froldr.stilool to work is important.

But so is the ability_of adults to make .transitions back to education.
A principal reason why adults go back to school is occupational, in one
fo?m.or another...to advance on a job, or change jobs, or to adjust to
another occupation wh-en they have beendisrocated from their employment.

- 48 -
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Adult learning proceeds on many fronts, in two year colleges,

fOur year colleges anduniversities, technical institutes, public high
schools, community institutions such as chuiches amiWACAs, offerings
Of professional associations, correspondenCe courses, television, and
at .the place ofemploympnt.

The threads .of many of these. efforts lead,
f

in the way 'or
another, back to some involvement'of the Federal govrn,

dent, from support for public'broadcesting, to direct involvement in
basic opportunity grants, to tax treatment policies for employer tuition
reimbursements.

ti

While the whole ob adult learning cannot be explored here, a
comprehensive two- year project, sponsored by the National Institute of

Education, and carried outby the National Institute for Work and
.*

Si

Learning,

was completed during the falLAW 1980.

A book summarizing

the results of this work is now in press with McGraw-Hill Publishing
Company.

**

_

A few priority 'matters will be treated here, of pai.ticular

relevanceto the vocational education system, and the Federal role in
it.

One is the need to help worke;-s dislocated from jobS prepare 'for

new ones:

Another is:the need for vocational education to work coopera-

tively with industry'both on the skill upgrading front and to work
collaboratively to help workers'take advantage.of the tuition aid benefits'av'ailabila to them from their employers, or unions, or under,col-,

lective bargaining agreements.
ti

*

Formerly the National Manpower Institut&
**

.

,

Paul E. Barton and the National Institute for Work and Learning,' WorkLife Transitions: The Adult Learning Connection., in press with McGraw-Httr.
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Occupational Adjustment Assistance
A dynamic economy based on principals of free enterprise re,

quires adjustments on the part of all participanti in it. 'Businesses
adjust their levels of production based on changes in demand, shift their

products based N experience withsshifts'in consumer wants and 'tastes,
succeed or lose out to foreign competition, fail or go bankrupt, change
their technology to reduce costs or improve their product, and move to

more favorable locations for doing business.
Most all these shifts are-for the purpose of improving business
positions, and the freedom

for - businesses to make these decisions is

essential to the free enterprise concept.

This freedom has been a.

--primary ingredient in the success of the American economy.

These elements of the economy result

/

in cohstant and signifi-

cant changes in the market, and in the internal adjustments that go on in

individuaifirms---Thpse'adjustments are continually impacting the jobs
of workerS, and the avai17ability of opportunities within the occupations

they have become qualified for, either by training or experience,

In

this.free enteririse economy, the individual worker has to be very
enterprising in order to achieve continuity of employment and make
successful. transitions to new jobs and occupations when the ones they

have fall out from under them.

A most remarkable attribute of American workers is that
N
they have in fact been very enterprising in making these transitions.

Hundteds of thousands are doing so every year, out of their own resources,
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A

ands using their own initiative and ingenuity.
successful, and not anis can do it without help.

However, not all are
There are those who

can just change jobs and employers on the basis of the skills apd

so

There are those, however,

experience they had previously developed.

who must change occupations in order,to land on 'their feet.
'Even ,those who must change bcCuPations very often 'do so

successfully entirely on their own initiative.
learned quickly, even without prior experience.

Many new jobs can be
Dislocated workers may

have savings that enable them to take some training in a private or
public school to learn-a new skill or they may,have been acquiringea
second skill going to school part-time in a community college, or a
technical institute, or in an adult course at the public vocational
school.
.

In general, most workers can handle these transitions, forced

on them by the free' workings of the economy.

But not all can.

There

are those who find that they need to change tda whole different occupa;ion; that it requires further education or'retraining to-do so, and
that they need help.

This was the conclusion of the Manpower Development

and Training Act passed in.1962 with bipartisan support by the Congress.
It was also the conclusion that` the ecofiohly as'a whole benefittedAfom
0.

making'these transitions successful, because it brought the skills of

the workforce into balance with the skill needsbf the economy.
Under the Manpower Dexelopmenti and Training Act, with adminis-

tredve responsibility in the hands of the Department of Labor, training
could be provided either in the school system, or on the job through
A
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employers.

As the program began in 1962 it was clearly for those who

had become unemployed and needed retraining in order to become re.

It was to aid in successful labor market adjustment,, 'not

employed.

to beonly a service for raising people who had sunk into poverty, or
who had always been there. In that, sense, it was a preventive effort,
not just a remedial one, ana'it did not require a welfare type needs
"ft

test in order to qualify for it.
.Beginning about 1965; this broad effort, only beginning to

grow in size, was for all practical purposes abandoned, and converted

intea poverty program to dovetail with the administration of the new
0

Economipportunity Act.

The conversion was not sudden, but it was

conducted purposefully over a very few years.

By'1973, th0.

ederal

program was decentralized to'local Prime' Sponsors under the Compri-

pensive Employment and TrainingAct, the public employment component
was greatly enlarged, and the conVersion'to a Means tested eligibility
program was, virtually complete.

The use of occupational education/training as a means of
tating the adjustment of dislocated workers has dwindled, and what'is
c;

Nirft pf the effort is.almost wholly targeted on people who meet'a
means test.

We argue that such retraining as a measure to prevent people

dislocated by economic shifts from being thrown into poverty is also a
worthy public objective, and one that contributes to the ability of the
economic system to remain vital.

We also argue that the benefits

'of

free and "unfettered.adjustments of business ,,enterprises to shifts in

ti
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Markets and new' market opportunities accrue tb all, and kthat the hard-

ships imposed on the relatively few workers who must be dislocated because of these necessary shifts should soon be borne by all, not just the
dislocated workers.

Many, workers will need not only the retraining but also financial

support for themselves and their families during the period 'of retraining.
Sufficient experience exists with such arrangements under the MDTA, CETA,
and the GI Bill-to work out such a system.

gree of.distinction from,

Also involved is some de-

and integration'with, the unemployment insur-

e

'ance system.

The Trade and Expansion Act. has retraining benefit features,

and a severe problem of,equity has arisen betweeen those eligible for these

benefits and those'in equal need who are not eligible.
-,,

There is some case for looating,prithary responsibility for such

retraining in the Department of Labor; and in-the State and loCal structure through which It implements programs.

There is a need to assure that

such training is directly related to market needs, and the vocational
education systeth has not proven its Willingness to be so immediately

responsive.- However, ti

Labor Department and CETA have shifted so far

in the dir ction ofrunning only remedial programs for people already in
poverty that it probably makes, more sense to place this preventive effort

.in the vocational education system.
retraining be offered

If so,' it should be mandatory that'

1y in occupations approved by the appropriate

labor market authorities, and that the policy decisions be in the hands
of a collaborative body,. such as a Private Industry Council, or an Indus-.
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try-Education-Labor Council, or one of the various other forms of
collaborative arrangements.

A Public-Private Sector Relalltbnship

Moving forward with the adult learning enterprise very much in.

' 'wives. adults who want to both work and go to school,

the tremendous

growth in,adult learning in the last decade has been in part-time

udents.

In order to serve adults, many of the traditional practices used for
young and full-time students must'be,abandoned.

In the adult learner

enterprise, there are several potential 'beneficiaries, all of whom must
work together if that potential is to be realized.

Employers want

career advancement. ,Unions advocate educational opportunity for
their members.

Education institutions are more and more turning to

'adult learners to compensate for the ioss.of youth learners.

The first fact of interest to all these potential beneficiaries'

is-the growing availability of funds inthe private sector for education
and training.

One element of this growth is the large expenditure of

business enterprises for internal education and training directly related
to the production objective._ The other is the'increasing use of
"tuition-aid" arrangements through which the employer (and sometimes
the union) pals the costs of Rart-time education outside of working hours.

TAse tuition-aid benefits arelrowing in availability, but only
a small proportion of employees are taking advantage of them.

Only four

to five percent avail themselves of these benefits, and only one or two
4

a
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percent Ofblue collar workers use them. *. Whife'a number of reasons
explain this ,limited use, experimental work by the. National Institute

for'Work and Learning has established that increasing information to workers
about these plans providing educational counseling services, helping
them deal with educational institutions, and getting'education.institutions to tailor their offerings more to workers' needs ( in content, time,
and place) will increase workers' use of these benefits, end enlarge
enrollments in. education institutions.

From the standpoint of Federal policy, enrollments,can be enlarged
through this avenue with much less expenditure, of public funds- than

would otherwise be the case.

What is involved is the exercise of some

leadecship to get communities and the vocational/technical schools in them
to maximize these opportunities.

This leadership could be exercised through'the funding of a number
of experimental and demonstration projects through education institutions

in ordevto perfect approaches to this opportunity, and cfeate models
for other institutions to learn from.

Recommended is a series of

tiition aid pilot programs to create a base of experience in ehvgtion
and employment institutions working ;together in this area.

0

The pilot.programs would involve:
Collaborative arr \ngements between the school

and employment institutions;'

*For a full description of t ese progiams, heir use, and the barriers
to their use, see Ivan Charner, et al, An Untapped Resource, The National
Institute for Work and, Learning, d978.
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The provision of information and brokering
services;

Identifying what workers want, and where they
are comfortable, getting further education; and

Experimenting with the Ways to deal with the problem

that these plans usually reimburse the employee
after completion of the course, and many are not
able to pay "up front."

The'tuition aid arrangement is not the only basis for joint efforts
between employers and educators, but it might be a good place to start,
and might lead to other joint

fforts to developing the skills needs

of industry,.and aid the caree# mobility of workers.
4

4
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VII.

SOME NATIONAL IMPERATIVES"

A policy of meeting National skill shortages,
promoting entrepreneurship, and integrating
the multitude of Federal humanAsource development efforts.

1

While the whole of this docum nt
4 .f.%

vocational education pnlicy, the

is about Fedeial involvement

'-

are Some particular interests and

responsibilities that merit separate attention, either because of over
riding National.interest, because of wholly new initiatives on tKe youth
unemployment front, .or because the Federal partner in this whole venture

of human resource development has approached its task on a ad hoc and
uncoordinated basis.

National Skill Shortages
A policy of diecting Federal resources towards meeting clearly recognized
economic needs.

In its recent report, the National-Panel on Worker Education and
.

Training Policy stated:
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.

-

As_ the Nation enters the 1980's it;64rries into the decade

some serious economic problems. 'Inflation remains at unacceptable levels. .Our products are less competitive'in world
markets.

And underlying both of these conditions is a serious

decline in productivity.

While no one can Pinpoint all the

reasons for this decline; productivity measurement experts in
s to

their historical studies have attributed significant r
\\\gducation and training.

Adequate development of the human resource
nized as playing an important role in economic

increasingly recog:-

elI being, along with

such other important factors as the availability of natural resources, and

adequate level of investment'in plant and equipment.. The pioneering
**
work-i4). this area was'done by Edward .Denison,- although more specific
and more explicit estimates have been made recently (drawing_on Denison's
data) by 'John W. Kendrick.

Kendrick concludes that .7 percentage points
.

of the 1.3 percent productivity rate (over half*of. it) from 1966 to
,

1977 was due to-education' and training.,
,e.

To whatever extent the policies recolTmended here for making vo-

cational education offerings adjust more rapidly to the adSustments and
shifts taking place in the market bring education and need for it into
better' balance, there will be larger contribution tq the economy.
education and training is needed, there is-eoApnomic benefit.

Where

This

benefit derives from-tbe whole system of responsive vocational education.

*Adult Learning and The American Worker, National Institute for Work
and Learning, Fall, 1980.
,**Edward F.°Denison, Accounting for United States Economic Growth, 19291969, The BroOkings Institution, 1974.
***JohnW. Kendrick, "Increasing Productivity," in Inflation and National
Survival, edited by Clarence C. Walton, The Academy of Political Science,
1979.
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To say that it has an economic

benefit does not, in itself, establish

any necessary Federaf finaricial reSpo6sibility to the system.
mentary education has economic value.,

Ele-

So does maintaining a network

of road% and streets, primarily.a local responsibility.

However, there,ariSe from time to time skill shortages of National
importance, and when they exist it is critical that q-ke 'technical in.

getitutes, and other skill producing institutions, take steps to relieve
a

these skill shdftages.

liSre were, for example, severe shortages of

A

...

a wide variety of technicians of the kind produced in the two-year post-

secondary institutit:in-the'lae 1960's and wly 1970's.

As a result,

the National Manpower Institute, together with the Advertising Council,
organized 1a national camplifn to increase enrollments in these occupational areas. °

At the current time, there are severe shortages in the various
lko

categories of computer skills, some of which can be alleviated through
.

the output of the two-year.pogtsecondary vocational education institu-

pions.
Such critical skill shortages can be of'considerabie detriment' .-

individual firms, as well as exacerbate National dconomic problems.
,

o

,

%

.
.

The development of a skill bottleneck can slow down production and affect
.

a

large number of other Itorkers.

A skill shortage can lead to the use,

of inadequately trained perSonnel, and lead to quality problems in
the product or service.
-

The-existence of skill shortages ofTufficient magnitude to
affect production have potential for contributing to inflation.

Where
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there is demand for goods and services not met by sufficient output
because of inability to secure a sufficiently well-trained labor
"Supply, there is a fueling of inflationarz,forces, resulting from pressure on prices caused by the insufficiency of supply.

,Shortages of

,

engineers '(and these shortages now exist) to design more fuel efficient

engines, for example, make it more difficult for the American auto.

mobile industry to compete with Japanese firms.

This analysis

is by no means new or the relationship of

skill shortages to inflation Undiscovered.( The Cabinet Committee on
Price Stability reported in 1969 that:
In markets characterized by excess demand, skills, required

exceed skills available and inflationary pressures result
from the struggle of the market to adjust supply and demand.
Such pressures can occur even when employment is less than
full and contribute to sectoral inflation.

There is, we believe, sufficient argument for earmarking a portion of, Federal funds appropriated for vocational education for use

as a reserve for allocation to local vocational and technical institutions to help them meet,specifically indentified National skill shortages.
These funds should be kept outside the regular formula allocation to
the States, and released only when there is& bona fide skill shorta'ge,
identified by some process that provides confidence that the shortage
in fact exists.

The certification of such skill shortages, for alleviation with
Federal funds; could be made through the Federal Human Resources Board,
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recommended on Page 67.

The composition of 'this Board is suffi-

ciently broad as to permit due. consideration of the problems, and also

provide some assurances that these funds would not be 'used simply to augment regular formula allocations unless there is clear and identifiable
National need.

The criteria of what constitutes such skill shortages'

would be a task o.f the Federal Human Resources Board.

Entrepreneurship
A policy of teaching 'skills necessary to-run very small businesses, and
developing youth operated enterprises from the base of the school system.

There is one prime candidate for Federal stimulus to broaden the,

mission of the vocational education system beyond basic education, occupational education, aria employment transition services.

There are a number of developments that make it important that
vocational education expand its efforts to'help young people enter and
create small business enterprises.

While we have an economic

system that has relied on risk taking and entrepreneurship, pubfic education has supposed that preparation for work means preparation to be
'hiied in ongoing organizations.

It is not likely that the individualism inherent in creating
one'sown business can be factored into a standard curriculum.

On the

1

other hand, much of the job growth in recent years has been in very small
businesses.

The service sector is loaded with opportunity to create

small enterprises, from dry cleaning establishmen, to appliance repair
shop, to'-typing services.
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S
Time was when this was relatively simple.

But small business

attempts Irequently run aground on the sh9als of inadequate book

keeping, inadequate tax records, 'inadequate knowledge in purchasing, and on and on.

Thos.e barriers can be eased, if not re.

.

moved, if some of these basics are .combined with training in delivering the service itself.

Teaching appliance repair-can be

.

combined with,teachingbasics of how to sell the service and open
a. small 'shop and how to gio..about securing funding.

Teaching about the risks of opening a small business should be
included.

The failure rate is high.

Some people fail several

times before they establish a "going concern,"

Any such effort should be approached using instructors who have
had practical experience, and with advisory groups of small business
people.'

A related area in which more support systems\exist is in the
many franchise systems, from gas stations to fast food chains.
Basic information could be'provided about these operations, and what
is required to enter them, through the schOol system.

One instructional mode that has been used successfully in_.
several places is for the school system to actually operate.a

number of small business enterprises, using students to do so, and
rotating them among the various functions that are involved.

Some

of this ip taking place within the vocational education system.

One example e/eryone knows about is the auto mechanics course
in which students fix cars and charge fees.

C
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While there is at present no thorough treatment of all past and.
existing efforts in this area, exte give consideration was given to

creating new models of school and employment based youth enterprise
approaches in Job Strategies for Urban Youth, published in 1979 by
the Work in America Institute.

The Federal Partner in Human Resource Development
A policy of better integration and development of Federal effort in the
human resource area.

The Federal GoVernment aas never really bad a policy tow
development of human resources, and, its role in'it."

agree or disagree about Federal policy.

d the

So one cannot

TO speak of a Federal policy

would require extensive synthesis of the disparaie', ad hoc, and unrelated
efforts over the last several decades.

In the 1950's the Labor Departhent (meaning primarily the United
States Employtent Service) and the Office of Education (and both their

State counterparts) argued a-bit from time to time over jurisdiction
with respect to the administration of the General Aptitkides Test Battery,
and the development of employment counseling and placement within the
schools, and eventually reached an uneasy truce.

Neither regily ever

did the'job very well, either separately or together.
A National trauma in 1957, the launching of Spl4tnik,

produced

decisive Feleral.action to increase our pool of talent in science and

engineering, in the interest of National defense (in fact,.'it was named
4

ey
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the National Defense Education Act).

The National. Science Foundation

has watched ovei the adequacy of the science and engineering talent pool,

with varying degrees of diligence during its lifetime:
Ask the decade of the 1960's began, Senator John F. Kennedy

promised a revitalization of the United States EmplcIment Service in
campaign speeches in thellills of West Virginia.

spurt of reform activity, and some.new money, in

This produced a

the early days

of his

Presidency.. But with the advent oftheLpoerty war in 1964, the Employment .Service was diverted to serving poor people, but with very little
of substance, to offer to them.
.

In the process, it resumed its decline,

.

temporarily reversed, of becoming less and less a widely

used 40

place_

ment exchange.

The result was less capacity. to serve anyone, including

the poor.

On the Office of 'Education side, a long.and ciintinuing reform

effort was started by Pre'Sident Kennedy, resulting in the Vocational

Education Amendments of 1963, 1968, and 1976.

This.Federal activity.

has had a lot to do with-the fact that vocational education can now be
taken seriously, as an important element of the, Nation's public education system, and as-an important supplier of the skills the economy.

needs (although recommendations made'above indicate a belief.that-it
has a long way to go in becoming responsive td these needs).
In the'meantime, also located In t e Department of Health, EduCation and Welfare, the Vocational Rehabilit

ion Administration continued

to grow and brbiden its clientele until its definition of handicap's
overlapped those being used in the poverty wat.
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The Economic Opportunity Act itself was principally a set of
human resource development measures, with its Neighborhood Youth Corps,
its Community Action Agencies (that developed employment assistance
services), and its work experience prograMs for welfare heads of families.

The enactment of this legiSlation was preceded by the enactment of thee
Manpower Development and Training Act, of which some history is provided
in Chapter 2.

The short of this histoTy is that what started out
-

be an idea of a "manpower policy" that would provide an integrating
force for both Federal and Na.tional efforts in human resource development

was diverted almost entirely into a front line batallion in the poverty
war.

Many starts were made, however, under MDTA, both in developing a

body of experience and in diligent conduct of a program of research and

experimntation,
The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act also created a
National Commission on Manpower Policy, later renamed the National°
Commission on Employment Policy.

fn theory, this could be a mechanism

throughOwhich a more cohesive approach to human resource development
policy could be established.

By its location in the CETA legislation, its

principal tasks have been in corniction with the means tested poverty
approach of CETA, and its location for houseke6ping purposes in bile
*
Department,of Labor has ctulle,d its image as a free Stmulirig and neutral body.

On the welfare front, two separate pieces of legislation have,
created large training and employment efforts for people on welfare,
for the purpose of making them wholly or partically independent.

One

is the Work Incentive Plan (WIN), operated jointly at the Federal level
*

However, alhange in leadersF?ip and improved staffing have resulted in
recent enlargement in the scope of its concern.
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by the Department ofLabcrarlithe Department of Health and HumanServices,

and the other is the training component of the social services title of
the Social Security Act (Title II).

The lines down to the local level

of these training and employment services programs differ both from

each other and from the lines down from CETA to Prime Sponsors.
The Trade Expansion Act, with its benefits for re- training avail-

able to workers certified as having been adversely affected by imports

As administered, through the Department of Labor, separately from both
CETA and the WIN program.
O

This scattering of responsibility has its mirror image in the
Congress, with program responsibilities in different committees.

The

Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee does not really have a "human resources

policy" but generally deals with the components as separate issues, al--

though more use of oversight type hearings in advance of specific hearings
on reauthorizing legislation has helped provide a broader review (as,
for example

,

the hearings held by the Senate Labor and Hunan Resources Committee

before dealing with specific legislation on reauthorization of Higher
Education in 1979).

The responsibility for all the welfare training

programs and the Trade Expansion Act is with the Ways and Means Committee and the Senate Finance Committee.

The human resource elements

of the National Science Foundation are dealt with in yet another committee.

Professional education aided by various Federal appropriations

is also,scattered throughout various Congressional committees.
It is unrealistic,
and possibly even undesirable, to have comk

Pletely consolidated administration and legislative consideration

\
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of all Federal human resource development efforts. The objectives vary,
the the history which created this separateness is often as alive today
as at their creation.

But there ought to be 'some better mechanisms

for considering human resource efforts as a whole, and becoming more
aware of the individual pieces, and how they do and how they do not
fit together.
an overview.

There are various arrangements in other areas for such
The Joint Econ6mic Committee is an example of this, in

combination with the Council of Economic Advisors, and its annual
A

Economic Report on which hearings are Yield by the Committee.

There are likely a number of alternative ways of achieving such
overview and integration at the policy level.

01.'e would be the creation

of a broadly representative Human Resources Development Board, which
would prolkde administrative oversight, and provide an annual report
to Congress, to be 'received by a special committee composed of representa-

tives of all committees with legislative responsibility in this area.
.

This need for a more general mechanism goes,'of course, beyond
vocational education pOiicy°Itself.

relatecH

But, the two matters are very much

.

4
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CONCLUSION:

VIII.

RESPONDING'TO CHANGE

The vocational'educati,pn system in the United States has assumed
a tremendous responsibility.

On the one hand, it has a. responsibility

for assuring that young people going through high school are equipped
with the basic skills needed for'employment, as well as for life.

No one

who talks with employers can miss getting the message'that they are con-'
oerned about these basic skills, anj count them as much a part of employment preparation as- specific'occupational skills.

There has been a change-in the structure
tructure of industry and work.

There is less just plain physical work, and more that requires thg mind, and
the need to read, wtite, and compute.

Vocational education needs to respond

to this need, combining general education and occupational skill training,

and using the workshop for development of basic skills wherever possible,
as well as providing job specific instruction.

Examples of exemplary

efforts along this line abound, and need wider application.
Another change has been in)the greater complexity of urban labor

markets that young people have to negotiate in moving from school to
work.

It helps to have an occupational skill that emplo -t-TS need.

that is no ,longer all that is involved. 'There is need

But

or information

about where the jobs, actually are, a n-iia for organizpd .job placement
4

systems with close relationshilm with employers, staffed by people who
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know where the jobs are ah4 what they require.

There are more kinds

of jobs and careers today than 30 years ago, or 20 years ago, or even
10 years ago; yet counseling for youth not going on to college has been
seriously neglected.

And the one-third or so of young people in general

education tracks in high school need these job placement and employment
counseling qourses as much...or more...as youth enrolled in occupational
training programs.

This increasing complexity of labor markets and the transition
from school to work requires that the vocational education system be responsive to these needs for transition services that go beyond classroom
occupatiohal preparation, and that are available to all youth/not continuing their educations.

1W
Skill needs of employers change, different employers'have different
policies with regard to hiring young people and what they are looking fdr.
The promise of vocational education will be realized only if it finds the
means of keeping up with this'chLlge and remaining responsive to changing
employment, training, hiring practices, and the changing skill needs
of the economy.

The need is to build responsiveness-into the system,

rather. than let it get t1.25 of touch, and struggle from time to time trying

to restructure a system not in contaOrwith the reality of the labor
3

market.

In one way or another, the recommendations made in precegding
sections are for the purpose of building responsiveness in.

These include

greatly enlarged use of cooperative education type approaches: otherr
joint education-employer skill training ventures; enlarged,participation

O

1.
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of employing institutions in the governance of vocational education;
NN
better use of occupational information,' and coordination of its development_and application at the local level; and the development of "account
managers" to create a regular system of communication between schools
and employers.

made that adult education is developing along Many

The (point

fronts, and that occupational education thiough the structure of community
and junior colleges, as well as the two year technical institutes, has
seen'considerable growth over the last decade or so.

What should be the.

particular contribution offederal policy to the fuller development of
the structure of adult learning opportunity.through the Federal vocational
education law?
A

mended.

.Two approaches to adult learning through Federal law are recomThe first is the stimulation of an Occupational Adlustment

Assistance Program, to be financed jointly with the States.
we would recognize the degree of dislocation to

-

In doing so,

indadual workers re-

.

salting from a dynamic free enterprise system, and the need to assist
some of those dislocated by economic change to be re-equipped ,with the
occupational skills being demanded by the economy.

The second is to create
is required to utilize more.ful
'private industry.

e school-employet partnership which

he tuition-aid programs provided by

Such a paktnership would have promise of using voca.

?ional-technical schooli to help workers upgrade their skills and their
Ar

.

jobs, with the tuitions paid by employers, and with employers realizin g
a return in terms of amore skilled .labor force.
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The potential of

V

4

tuition aid programs will be realized, though, only if vocatidhal/technical
schbols are. responsive to the aspirations of workers, and the skill
needs of industry.

Also rec

ended is a responsiveness to three national needs.

One is the need to apply Federal dollars available for vocational education to meetineCritical skill shortages that can retard production of

goods and services.

Another is the need to be responsive to the fact

that the largest increases in employment are in small enterprises, and
O

to better equip more young peoplewith the knowle

necessary to become

small business entrepreneurs (most all past instruction has ignored,
entrepreneurship).

The third is to develop

crianisms at the national

level that w uld do a better job of integrating Federal efforts in human
resource de elopment, and develop a more coherent Federal approach Shan
what is represented by the present fragmentation which exists in this
area of Federal law and expenditures.

While achieving a responsiveness to change is an objective
commended as appropriate fot Fed-val level, involvement in vocational educa-

tion, there has been no effort here to make expenditure estimates or recommendations.

This is a step appropriately. taken after desired policy

directions have been selected.

This document deals with basic policy
2

roles for the Federal government.

While these policy directions would

lead toward some redeployment of Federal expenditures, they would not
permit reduction.

The truly national objectives identified here would

require a Federal involvement in funding.-The amounts involved in
meeting critical skill shortages to industry, and creating an Occupational
Adjustment Assistan4,e program, to use 'two examples, are likely to be-substantial.

So would be the expected returns to the economy.
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Vocatiorial education was invented as a response to the changing

needs of industry, and to the proposition that more youth should be given
a high school education, rather than only a few prepared for advanced

educations.

In order to make this response, a collaboi.ative effort

emerged among reform minded educators, businesses, unions, and govern=
ment.

That collaboration has fallen into disrepair, and it.needs to be

restored.

As it is restored, vocational education will have built into

the system a responsiveness to change that will both strengthen the
economy and help more people advance in it.
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